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Remittance

Urbanisation in Progress
• How we define capital?
The classification of social class in rural Timor-Leste is categorised by the ownership of
land, houses, livestock and the capability to maintain the smooth running of agricultural
activities.

Landscape Changed
• From Nature to Infrastructure

Means of Production Changed
This is not completely inconsistent with the Marxist tradition of capitalists as landowners,
where workers were exploited to provide their labour for production, and the middle class
were the sellers of their means of production

Migration
The newly-emerged middle class, formed by the ‘sudden’ gain of finance through oversea
employment. Returnees had fiscal assets, such as remittances and properties, that traditional
professional workers do not easily achieve without a long period of accumulation or through
close-knit networks in their upper-class circle.
The shortage of middle-class purchasing power and scarcity in purchasing options could not
support the country’s economy. Nevertheless, the emergence of SWP gave those welleducated and professionally trained youth a chance to demonstrate their ideas, ambitions,
and skills by the influx of remittances.

Remittances for the
Better Housing &
Access

Some traditional housing has been demolished and
replaced by modern housing of solid and imported
materials.

Water
Some returned workers had resided in
Dili before their circular migration,
therefore, their changes in dwelling
environment are better housing and
access to resources. The greenhouse of
one participant was located next to a
water pump, providing the convenience
of accessing water, and was given by
their uncle who owned the land and was
willing to sell it to them after the family
received remittances from Australia.

Mobility
Remittances allowed longer-term investment to be possible, and this expenditure is an
important index in identifying the middle class in the gradually ‘capitalism-immersed’ Dili,
rather than the personal attainments of the traditional professionals in Timorese society.

Consumption

Remittances received by households in Timor-Leste
make a very significant difference to development.
When finance is not an issue for seasonal workers,
their savings give them the opportunity to access
resources they have not been able to get before
migration
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